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HISTORY OF ROMANIA

❖Romania was a part of  Romanian Empire  , which was situated 

between  Danube and Dniester rivers.

❖The Roman colonists introduced the Latin language to native  

citizens of  Dacia(old name of  Romania) which caused  birth to the 

Proto-Romanian language 



MIDDLE AGES

❖In the Middle ages Romanians lived in three Romanian principalities: 

Wallachia , Moldavia  and in Transylvania .But by the 11th century 

,Transylvania  had become a largely autonomous part of  the Kingdom 

of  Hungary



INDEPENDENCE AND 
MONARCHY 

❖During the period of  the Austro-Hungarian rule in Transylvania 

most Romanians were given few rights in a territoty where they 

formed the majority of  the populations 

❖The flag adopted for Wallachia  was a blue-yellow-red  horizontal 

tricolour . That was a symbol of  union between Moldavians and 

Wallachians. Being mounted vertically , would be later  officially 

adopted as the national flag of  Romania



WORLD WARS

❖Romania remained neutral for the first two years of  World War I, in 

following interwar period is reffered as Greater Romania ,as the 

country achieved its greatest territorial extent at that time

❖By Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of  non-aggression , Romania  was 

highly treated by Soviet Union during and after World War II



TOURISM

❖Tourism is a significant contributor to the Romanian economy 

,generating around 5% of  GDP. According to the World Travel and 

Tourism Council ,Romania was estimated to have the fourth fastest 

growing travel and tourism total demand in the world



❖More than 60% of  the foreign visitors in 2007 were from other EU 

countries. Popular summer attractions of  Mamaia and other Black Sea 

Resorts attracted 1.3 million tourists in 2009.Most popular skiing 

resorts are along the Valea Prahovei and in Poiana Brașov.



❖Romania offers countless unique travel experiences that are waiting 

to be discovered

❖Bucharest , Brasov , Cluj-Napoca , Sinaia are most favored plases to 

visit in Romania



❖The weather is very  warm and pleasurefull durind spring-summer 

period
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